Aerohive K-12 Education Deployment Guide
Part 2: Wireless Access

This is the second part in a series of guides explaining how to plan, configure, install, and maintain Aerohive
products within common K-12 education environments. The scope of the deployment encompasses a school
district office and three types of schools—elementary schools, middle schools, and high schools—with particular
emphasis on the high school, which is the pilot site for the others. This guide covers the creation of a network policy
with three SSIDs and PPSK (Private Pre-Shared Key) users and user groups for all the schools in the district. The office
deployment for the school district headquarters will be covered in a separate series.
The basic configuration described here is sufficient for Aerohive APs to provide secure and stable access to all the
types of wireless clients that will use the network. Other guides in this series cover planning, wired access, highdensity radio profiles to support online testing, and additional features that increase the control and visibility of
applications and services flowing through the network.
Note: The network described in this series of deployment guides consists of Aerohive APs and switches. It explains
how to configure them in a unified network policy through HiveManager Classic, the Aerohive central
management system. However Aerohive APs can work with non-Aerohive switches and Aerohive switches can
work with non-Aerohive APs. Simply read the parts of this series that apply to the device types in your deployment
and skip the rest.
The settings in this guide are based on HiveManager Online Classic 6.6r1 and HiveOS 6.6r1 for all Aerohive devices.
(HiveManager Classic 6.6r1 can manage devices running HiveOS 6.6r1 as well as those running earlier HiveOS
versions.)
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Introduction
In this guide, you will learn how to configure the following settings in HiveManager Online Classic:
•

•

A basic network policy for Aerohive APs with three types of SSIDs:
•

802.1X SSID for teachers, students, and staff

•

PPSK (Private Pre-Shared Key) SSID for wireless infrastructure devices

•

PSK SSID with a captive web portal for guests

PPSK user groups and PPSK users for infrastructure devices like wireless printers and projectors and for security
cameras to use when securely connecting to the network

Note: HiveManager Clasic is available in three forms: a hosted cloud-based HiveManager Online Classic instance,
an on-premises physical HiveManager Clasic appliance, or an on-premises HiveManager Classic Virtual Appliance
installed on a VMware ESXi hypervisor. To learn more about each offering, see the HiveManager product literature
on the Aerohive website.
This series of deployment guides describes the configuration of Aerohive devices within the context of an example
high school, which serves as the pilot for all the schools in its district. This guide focuses on the configuration of
Aerohive APs to provide wireless access and is the second part in the series that begins with Aerohive K-12
Education Deployment Guide, Part 1: Planning.
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Network Design
Key Points: Aerohive AP130, AP230, and SR2148P devices are deployed and configured to provide wireless and
wired access to teachers, students, staff, guests, infrastructure equipment, and security cameras.
The following Aerohive devices are deployed at the high school pilot site:
•

(4) AP130 devices for administrative offices

•

(37) AP230 devices for the rest of the school

•

(5) SR2148P switches

There is a third-party router on the network perimeter. It provides firewall, DHCP, DNS, and NAT services. The internal
network uses private IP addresses, which the NAT device translates to a public address before forwarding it over a
500-Mbps fiber-optic WAN link and through a cloud-hosted web content-filtering server.
The following table summarizes the design of the users, SSIDs, user profiles, VLANs, and subnets in the network.
Users

SSID

User Profile

VLAN

Subnet

Notes

Teachers/Staff

802.1X

Attribute: 110

110

(150 users)

(Auth: user name/
password for districtissued and personal
devices)

Firewall: No
restrictions

10.1.10.0/23
(255.255.254.0)
510 possible
host addresses
from 10.1.10.1
to 10.1.11.254

There are also a
number of Active
Directory accounts
for substitute
teachers so they can
authenticate and
access school
resources.

Students

802.1X

Attribute: 200

200

(1000 users)

(Auth: user name/
password for districtissued and personal
devices)

Firewall: Block P2P
applications

10.2.0.0/21
(255.255.248.0)

802.1X

Attribute: 202*

By classifying clients
by OS, you can
apply different user
profiles to students’
iPads and personal
devices even though
they log in with the
same credentials on
both.

 Students-iPad
(1000 users)
With client
classification by
OS, APs redirect
district-issued
iPads here.

Rate limit: None
QoS weight: 10
(default)

2046 possible
host addresses
from 10.2.0.1
to 10.2.7.254

Rate limit: 3 Mbps
QoS weight: 5
200

Firewall: Block P2P
applications
Rate limit: None
QoS weight: 10
* A scheme was employed to match most
user profile attributes with VLAN IDs and
provide some insight into the IP address
range. Because user profile attributes in the
same network policy must be unique,
Students-iPad (202) had to be different from
Students (200). "202" was chosen because of
the mnemonic "two hundred too".

In this example,
students are allowed
to access resources
on the school
network from their
personal devices.
However, you can
easily restrict them to
Internet-only access
if that is the school
policy.
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Users

SSID

User Profile

VLAN

Subnet

Notes

Guests

PSKCWP

Attribute: 999*

999

(20 users/day on
average; 500+ for
special events like
back-to-school
nights, festivals,
sports events,
fund-raisers,
graduations, and
so on)

(Auth: PSK with a
captive web portal
requiring use policy
acceptance)

Firewall: Permit
Internet access
only†

192.168.0.0/22
(255.255.252.0)

A PSK SSID encrypts
guest traffic. It also
prevents students,
teachers, staff, and
even passersby from
automatically
connecting to an
open SSID.

1022 possible
host addresses
from
192.168.0.1 to
192.168.3.254

Rate limit: 3 Mbps
QoS weight: 5

* The Guests attribute intentionally breaks
away from the scheme of matching user
profile attributes with VLAN IDs to help
identify the guest network as less secure.
The firewall can optionally give guests access
to a school web server with school-related
news and information.
†

Infrastructure
Devices
(50 printers, Apple
TVs, smart
whiteboards…)

PPSK

Attribute: 120

(Auth: automatically
generated PPSK; one
key per device)

Firewall: No
restrictions

120

QoS weight: 10
PPSK

Attribute: 130

(10 cameras)

(Auth: automatically
generated PPSK; one
key per device)

Firewall: Permit
access only to the
NVR

130

-

-

10.1.30.0/24
(255.255.255.0)
254 possible
host addresses
from 10.1.30.1
to 10.1.30.254

Rate limiting: None

Management

10.1.20.0/24
(255.255.255.0)
254 possible
host addresses
from 10.1.20.1
to 10.1.20.254

Rate limit: None

Security Cameras

The PSK can be
something obvious
and memorable like
the school district
name, city, county,
or the SSID name.

1

(46 Aerohive APs
and switches + a
dozen or so other
network devices)

10.1.1.0/24
(255.255.255.0)

All security cameras
are currently wired
through switches,
but there are plans
to add outdoor
wireless cameras
around some of the
campuses in the
school district.
1 is the native VLAN.

254 possible
host addresses
from 10.1.1.0
to 10.1.1.254

A RADIUS authentication server and an Active Directory domain controller are in the MDF (main distribution frame)
at each site. The Aerohive devices forward user authentication lookups to their local RADIUS server, which is at
10.1.1.5 in the management subnet.
A Mac mini running OS X Server provides caching services and is also in the MDF at each site. The caching server
reduces the demand on Internet bandwidth by saving a copy of previously requested downloads of apps, books,
and software updates from the App Store and then replying to subsequent download requests from the local server
instead of from the App Store. More information about the caching server, including a list of supported content
types, is available at OS X Server Support.
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The following illustration visually summarizes how the various network components fit together: IP address spaces
and VLANs; wired and wireless clients and network access devices; and user types. The colored circles on the map
of the school represent Aerohive APs. Each AP is wired to an SR2148P switch in an IDF (intermediate distribution
frame) or MDF. User traffic is forwarded either through the firewall and modem to the Internet or to a file server.

The radio waves indicate wireless links and the lines indicate wired ones. Guests are expected to make only wireless
connections from handheld smart devices while all security cameras are currently wired, although there are plans
to add wireless cameras outdoors in the future. The other user types are expected to use combinations of both.
Broadcast Domain Size
To keep broadcast and multicast traffic to reasonable amounts, Aerohive recommends limiting broadcast domains to a
maximum of 1022 IP addresses wherever possible and 2046 if necessary and when you have taken steps to mitigate
broadcast issues. For wireless communications, a large number of broadcast and multicast frames can pose a problem.
Because they must traverse the wireless medium at the lowest basic data rates that all recipients support, large amounts of
broadcast and multicast traffic can decrease overall performance. One way to control the size of broadcast domains is to
create VLANs based on campus geography. For example, a compact three-story building might have three VLANs, one per
floor, while a sprawling two-story building might have four VLANs with two zones per floor. This approach can lead to a lot of
Continued…
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Layer 3 roaming if users frequently move between zones but can be effective when the environment naturally constrains
such movement. Another approach to conserving airtime is to configure APs to convert multicast frames to unicast frames
as explained in the Advanced SSID Settings section of the HiveManager Classic Help. Yet another option is to prevent
wireless clients from sending unicast, broadcast, and multicast traffic to each other. You can block traffic between wireless
clients by clearing the Enable inter-station traffic check box on the traffic filter applied to SSIDs. (This is the strategy applied in
the 802.1X SSID section described later). Isolating clients in this way can help mitigate the effects of a large broadcast

RADIUS and Active Directory Integration
Key Points: You make use of the existing RADIUS and Active Directory infrastructure to provide user authentication
for teachers, students, and staff.
The school district has an existing user authentication infrastructure that uses a RADIUS server and Active Directory
domain controller on each campus. You configure the Aerohive devices to integrate with them to authenticate
faculty, staff, and students.
Assuming that the RADIUS server and Active Directory domain controller are already configured to work together
and that the Active Directory infrastructure is already in place—an Active Directory domain, a domain admin, and
objects for all the users—configure the following on the domain controller:
1.

Create a users’ group for teachers and staff with the following
RADIUS attributes:
Tunnel-Medium-Type = IPv4
Tunnel-Type = GRE
Tunnel-Private-Group-Id = 110

2.

Assign all the teacher and staff members to this group.

3.

Create a users’ group for students with the following attributes:
Tunnel-Medium-Type = IPv4
Tunnel-Type = GRE
Tunnel-Private-Group-Id = 200

4.

Assign all the students to this group.

Active Directory and Private PSK
If your school does not use Active Directory
or another type of directory service like
Open Directory or eDirectory, you can still
accomplish the same authentication
objectives solely through PPSKs (Private PreShared Keys), which provide a simple
solution to authenticating network access.
You can use PPSKs for all teachers, staff, and
students, dividing them into separate PPSK
user groups so that you can apply different
user profiles to each group.
However, if you do have Active Directory, it
makes sense to integrate with it to take
advantage of the existing database that
already has password-to-user mappings
rather than create another infrastructure
that also maps PPSKs to users.

When the domain controller successfully authenticates a user, it
returns one of these sets of attributes to the RADIUS server, which in
turn sends it to the Aerohive device through which the user is
accessing the network. The Aerohive device then maps the returned attributes to the appropriate user profile with
a matching attribute value (110 for teachers/staff; 200 for students).
For students, the access points take one more additional step. They check client operating systems to distinguish
district-issued iPads from other student-owned device types. If the APs detect an iPad, they reassign it to a different
user profile (students-iPad with attribute 202), which gives the traffic for educational apps running on the iPads
higher priority without rate limits. If the client OS is anything else, then it is given a lower priority and is rate limited to
3 Mbps.
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Network Policy
Key Points: Create a network policy that includes wireless access, switching, and Bonjour Gateway support.
A network policy contains all the settings that define how users access the network and where they are permitted
to go on it. It also includes settings for how Aerohive devices communicate with each other, secure and forward
user traffic, and protect the network from attack. When a deployment includes Aerohive access points and
switches, a single network policy holds the complete set of configurations for all the Layer 2 wireless and wired
devices through which users gain access to the network. Furthermore, by designing your network so that your
devices provide the same types of access across all campuses, you only need to create and apply one network
policy for an entire school district. This makes it easy for faculty, staff, students, and guests to access the network
when moving from one campus to another.
Device management is also greatly simplified because you can monitor all your Aerohive devices throughout the
district from a single management system: HiveManager Classic. If a deployment consists solely of Aerohive APs,
you can define a wireless-only network policy and use HiveManager Classic to configure and monitor the Aerohive
APs while using other management systems for the wired side of the network.
Note: A second network policy is also required for the corporate headquarters, but that will be explained in a
separate series of guides focusing on enterprise deployments.
To configure a basic network policy, follow the example configuration steps below.
First, create a network policy with a name and description, and define its network requirements.

Choosing various network requirements
causes different settings to become
available in the network policy.

SSIDs
for APs

Device templates and
port types for switches

Bonjour
Gateway

Note: Although Switching and Bonjour Gateway are enabled in the network policy, their configuration will be
described in other guides in this series.
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Wireless Access: SSIDs
Key Points: Create three SSIDs through which permanent users (teachers, staff, and students), temporary users
(guests), and school equipment can access the network.
As determined during the planning stage of the deployment, there are three main types of users: permanent users
(teachers, staff, and students), temporary users (guests), and wired and wireless infrastructure devices (equipment
necessary for education, administration, and campus safety). To accommodate the different types of wireless
network users and devices, create the following SSIDs and user profiles.

802.1X SSID
Key Points: Configure an SSID that authenticates teachers, staff, and students through a RADIUS server integrated
with Active Directory. You also configure three user profiles: one for teachers and staff, one for students’ personal
devices, and one for district-issued iPads that students use for schoolwork.
The school district already has a user authentication infrastructure that uses Active Directory and RADIUS; therefore,
wireless access for faculty, staff, and students makes use of makes use of that for user authentication.
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To conserve airtime, teachers, staff, and students are prohibited from sending traffic to each other. This prohibition
applies to traffic between clients in their respective broadcast domains on the 802.1X SSID on all APs in the hive. The
great benefit here is in the reduction of airtime consumed by wireless broadcast and multicast frames across the
hive. Because an AP transmits all broadcasts it receives back onto the wireless network, if there were only one AP,
disabling inter-station traffic would cut the wireless broadcast and multicast traffic from 2 to 1 or by 50%. However,
with 41 APs, the reduction is 42 to 1 or 97.62%.

Expand the DoS Prevention and Filters
section on the 802.1X SSID page and click
the New icon ( + ) next to the Traffic
Filter drop-down list. Create a new traffic
filter with the Enable Inter-station
Traffic check box cleared and then choose
it as the traffic filter for the SSID.

These are the RADIUS server settings for the 802.1X SSID. (A RADIUS server is at the same IP address is in the MDF on
each campus.)
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The shared secret must be exactly the same, including case-sensitivity, on both the Aerohive APs (RADIUS clients)
and the RADIUS authentication server. The APs use the shared secret to authenticate themselves to the RADIUS
server and verify the integrity of the RADIUS messages that they exchange with each other.
Note: Although the shared secret used here is 15 characters long and uses both uppercase and lowercase letters
and numbers, using a longer, more random, and more complex text string will better protect the RADIUS server and
clients from brute force attacks. Aerohive supports up to 64 character-long shared secrets composed of uppercase
and lowercase letters, numbers, and special characters.
Next are the user profiles for the teachers/staff, students’ personal devices, and students’ district-issued iPads. When
teachers and staff members authenticate, the Active Directory server returns RADIUS attributes that direct Aerohive
devices to assign the Teachers/Staff user profile with attribute 110 to their traffic. When students authenticate, the
returned RADIUS attributes direct Aerohive devices to assign the Students user profile with attribute 200. In addition,
the Students user profile contains a client classification policy that changes the user profile assignment to StudentsiPad with attribute 202 if the client is an iPad.

Note: Although you could also separate the personal devices of teachers and staff into different user profiles from
those for their school district-issued devices, you give them full access on both device types, allowing them to use
their personal devices to do their jobs if they prefer.
The configurations for the three user profiles are presented in the following pages.
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Teachers/Staff User Profile
The user profile attribute must match the
Tunnel-Private-Group-Id RADIUS attribute of the
users’ group for teachers and staff in Active
Directory (110).

Configure all the network devices to use DSCP
priority markers so that they prioritize
traffic consistently as it moves through the
network. Set user profiles to mark outgoing
traffic with DSCP DiffServ values.

Client Classification Policy

Students-iPad and Students User Profiles
Two user profiles are required for students. Aerohive devices apply one to
traffic from iPads and another to traffic from personal devices such as
laptops and smart phones. Because the school district provides students
with iPads installed with educational applications, the user profile for
iPads prioritizes that traffic. On the other hand, students also use their
personal devices to get schoolwork done. They check homework
assignments and schedules with their smart phones and type reports on
laptops. To help them be more efficient, their personal devices are also
given access to the school network. This is why the firewall in their user
profile does not restrict them only to Internet access as it does for guests.
However, if your school policy is different, you can easily change the
firewall policy for anything other than iPads (or Chromebooks if that is
what your school uses) to make it the same as that for guests.
You first create the Students-iPad user profile so that the client
classification policy can reference it from within the Students user profile,
which you create second.

A client classification policy is a way to
reassign users to different user profiles
based on the MAC addresses or OUIs,
operating systems, and device domain
names of their clients. In this case, the
APs reassign students’ iPads to a
different user profile from that assigned
to students’ other smart devices based
on their operating systems. APs can
identify a client OS by examining the
DHCP option 55 contents when it first
requests network settings from a DHCP
server and also from the user agent ID
in HTTP packet headers when it browses
the Internet. A client classification
policy is contained within a user profile
from which it can reassign users to one
or more other user profiles.
When reassigning clients to different
user profiles, make sure their VLAN stays
the same. If the VLAN changes after a
client already receives its network
settings through DHCP in its first VLAN, it
will not initiate a new DHCP request
when the user profile changes. As a
result, it will keep its originally assigned
network settings although it is in a new
VLAN and be unable to send or receive
any traffic.
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Students-iPad User Profile

The Students-iPad user profile attribute (202) does
not match the Students user group attribute (200).
APs apply this user profile through client
classification from the Students user profile.

Both the Students-iPad and Students
user profiles assign traffic to the
same VLAN (200).

To reduce traffic load and keep the network
useable for schoolwork and other academic
activities, the user profile blocks major
peer-to-peer applications and large file
transfer applications. The default action
denies all incoming (To-Access) traffic that
initiates outside the network.

Set the user profile to mark outgoing
traffic with DSCP DiffServ values.

Use the default rate control and queuing
policy (def-user-qos) and leave the
policy rate limits and scheduling weight
at their default settings.

Enable SLA and configure APs to allocate more
(“boost”) airtime to clients if necessary for them
to reach the minimum throughput level of 150
Kbps. This helps ensure they will have enough
throughput to take online examinations.
For the “boost” to work, you must also enable
dynamic airtime scheduling for the network
policy. See “Dynamic Airtime Scheduling” in part 4
of this series.
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Students User Profile

The Students user profile attribute matches the
Students user group attribute, which in turn matches
the users’ group for students in Active Directory (200).

Both student user profiles assign
traffic to the same VLAN (200).

The same restrictions on peer-to-peer
applications and large file transfer
applications set in the Students-iPad
user policy are also applied here.

The rate control and queueing policy limits
data rates to 3 Mbps and the scheduling rate
is lowered from 10 to 5. Note that this limit
applies to all student devices on a single AP.

If the client is an iPad, the client classification
policy changes the user profile from Students
(200) to Students-iPad (202).
This is the other user
profile that you just
created for students’
iPads.
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A list of all the firewall rules blocking peer-to-peer file sharing applications from students is shown below.

The definition of the “StudentNetwork” is 10.2.0.0/255.255.248.0, or 10.2.0.0/21. This is the source
in all of the firewall policy rules. Because the rules are applied in order from the top, the first
25 rules block all the specified applications and the last rule permits everything else.

Rather than blocking these applications completely, you can instead limit their throughput to discourage students
from using them while at school. To do that, create a classifier map and assign these applications to the
0 - background QoS class. Then lower the policing rate for the background QoS class in the rate control and
queuing profile that you apply to the network policy.
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Below are the details of the rate control and queuing policy.
The traffic of students’ personal devices is
rate limited to a maximum of 3 Mbps. Even if a
single student device is connected to an AP,
he or she can make use of all the available
bandwidth reserved for them on that AP.
The sets of three policing rate limits apply
to clients based on the standards that they
support: 802.11a/b/g, 802.11n, or 802.11ac.

Note: The rate control and queuing policy defined above is used for students’ personal devices and guests, limiting
both groups to a maximum data rate of 3 Mbps each.
After defining the three user profiles, open the Choose User Profiles dialog box. Choose Students (200) from the
Default list, choose Teachers/Staff (110) from the Authentication list, and select Enable user profile reassignment
based on client classification rules so that APs can reassign students’ iPads to the Students-iPad user profile.
Note: Instead of designating Students as the default user profile, you can put users who authenticate but are not
assigned to one of the two user profiles in a user profile with a nonexistent VLAN, or "black hole".

PSK SSID with a Captive Web Portal
Key Points: Configure an SSID for guests using a simple PSK and captive web portal.
The PSKCWP SSID provides wireless guest access. Guests must enter a preshared key and then accept a network
use policy to register through a captive web portal. A good approach for guests is to use a simple PSK, such as the
name of the school district, city or county, or something else that is similarly memorable instead of an open SSID for
guests. The PSK keeps smart devices configured to associate with any open SSID within range from automatically
associating with school APs as they pass near the campus. This can become a problem if the school is in a densely
populated area with lots of neighbors or passersby. Another potential disadvantage of using an open SSID is that
the smart devices of permanent users (teachers, students, and staff) might also automatically associate with the
open SSID instead of with the 802.1X SSID, resulting in complaints to IT when they cannot access school resources.
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The PSK is the name of the city, making
it easy for guests to remember.

When creating the SSID, select Enable
Captive Web Portal.
Then create a captive web portal requiring
guests to accept a network use policy
before they can access the network.

The following screen capture shows the Guest user profile with the Firewalls and QoS Settings sections expanded.
The firewall for guests denies access to all internal IP addresses and the QoS settings limit their maximum data rates.
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Guest User Profile

Guest-Internet-Access is a predefined IP
firewall policy that blocks all services
except DHCP and DNS to all private IP
address spaces—10.0.0.0/8, 172.16.0.0/12, and
192.168.0.0/16—and permits access to
everything else; that is, to all public IP
addresses.

Guest traffic is rate limited to 3 Mbps
and the scheduling weight is lowered
from 10 to 5. Note that this limit applies
to all guests on a single AP.

Private PSK for Guests
An alternative approach for the guest SSID is to create a group of manual PPSKs with one key for each school in the district.
The APs at each campus would have the same group of PPSKs and any one of them would work at every site. Having a
unique key per school that works in all schools makes it possible to track movement among campuses; for example, you
can see if people who typically visit one school come to another for a special event. This approach also supports categories
of guests. For example, you can give regular PTA contributors a higher QoS than one-time visitors. It would also be easier to
transition from one key to another by introducing a new key while still keeping the old one active for a period of time.
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PPSK SSID
Key Points: For wireless infrastructure devices and security cameras, you configure an SSID using PPSKs (Private PreShared Keys), create two PPSK user groups, add PPSK users to them, and create two user profiles.
The PPSK SSID is for wireless infrastructure devices—printers, Apple TVs, door locks, smart white boards, projectors,
and so on—and for wireless security cameras (when implemented in the future).

Setting the maximum number of
clients per PPSK to 1 ensures that
only the device issued with a PPSK can
use it to access the network. This
prohibits anyone who learns the key
from using it on another device and
putting it on the network. It also
makes it easy to revoke a key if a
device is ever stolen or compromised.

Private Pre-Shared Keys per Device Type
Instead of each infrastructure device having its own PPSK, you can allow multiple devices to share the same one. To do this,
create a PPSK for each device type—one for printers, another for Apple TVs, another for smart boards, and so on—and set
the maximum number of concurrent clients per PPSK to 0, which means there is no limit. With this approach, you do not
have to manage a unique PPSK for every individual device but just one PPSK for each type of device. Although it is not
quite as secure, it requires less overhead and relieves the burden of managing a large number of PPSKs.
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Infrastructure Devices User Group and Users
The infrastructure devices use PPSKs to authenticate themselves when accessing the network. The following screen
captures show the PPSK user group settings and bulk user creation dialog box. To create local PPSK user groups and
add PPSK users to them, you must leave the network policy configuration module. Save your changes to the
network policy, click Show Nav to expose the navigation panel, and then click Configuration > Advanced
Configuration > Authentication > Local User Groups > New.

The value here links the members of
this user group to a user profile
with the same attribute value.

Leave the VLAN field empty and set
the VLAN in the user profile.

This becomes a prefix to identify PPSK user
types, such as “In” for infrastructure
devices, like In0001, In0002, In0003 and so on.
The PPSK secret is a random string that is used when
generating passwords for PPSKs. To generate a random
64-character PPSK secret automatically, click Generate.

After creating a PPSK user group for the infrastructure devices, create the individual PPSKs (PPSK users) for the
devices to use when forming secure wireless network connections. In the Authentication subsection of the
Advanced Configuration section, click Local Users > Bulk, and create 3000 PPSK users, which are enough for all the
infrastructure devices in the school district with extra PPSKs available for additional devices in the future. By using a
unique PPSK on each device in the district, it is possible to transfer devices between sites without fear of a conflict.
Note: It is common practice to create more PPSK users than you currently need not only in preparation for growth
but also to replace compromised, stolen, damaged, or defective equipment.
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Enter the email address of the IT admin
responsible for configuring wireless
settings on the infrastructure devices.
You can email them from HiveManager
Classic to the admin later.

Security Cameras User Group and Users
The security camera PPSK user group and users are configured similarly. Although currently all the security cameras
are wired, you will make use of these PPSK users when more cameras are added around the perimeter of the
campus by gates and in parking lots.
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Infrastructure Devices and Security Cameras User Profiles
The user profile for infrastructure devices assigns them to VLAN 120.

The user profile for security cameras assigns them to VLAN 130.
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Unlike the user profile for guests, which only allows access to the Internet, you add an IP firewall policy to the user
profile for security cameras that only allows streaming video from the security cameras to the NVR (network video
recorder) on the internal network.

The source IP address Security-Cameras is defined as 10.1.30.0/24 and the destination IP address NVR is defined as
10.1.20.12/32, which is a static IP address in the subnet for infrastructure devices. The NVR is at the same local IP
address on each campus.
The SecurityCameras user profile references
this IP firewall policy in the From-Access
direction, meaning it applies it on traffic
coming from clients accessing the network.

All other traffic is denied by default.

The wireless access settings for the network policy are almost complete. You need to make one additional change
to the network policy to enhance the detection of students’ iPad operating systems for user profile reassignment.
This is described in the next section.
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OS Detection Method for Client Classification
Key Points: Modify the network policy to change the client OS detection method.
To support the classification of students’ iPads, change the client OS detection method from using DHCP option 55
contents only (default setting) to using that as the primary method and HTTP user agent IDs as the secondary client
OS detection method.
1.

Click Edit next to Additional Settings in the network policy to open the Additional Settings panel.

2.

Expand Service Settings, and then click the Modify icon next to the chosen item in the Management Options
drop-down list.

3.

In the Service Control section, ensure that Enable OS Detection is selected (default setting), select Use both
detection methods (DHCP=primary, HTTP=secondary), and then click Save.

APs examine the user agent ID in the header of HTTP packets to distinguish iPads from iPhones when a student
browses to a website. When a student connects an iPad to the network, the AP applies the Students user profile
as long as the iPad remains idle. However, once the student starts using it, the AP will check the user agent ID in
the HTTP header and then redirect it to the Students-iPad user profile.
4.

Click Save to close the Additional Settings panel and add the client OS detection method change to the
network policy.

5.

Click Save in the upper right corner of the network policy panel to preserve all the network policy settings.

This concludes the configuration of the wireless access components of the network policy.
The next two guides in this series explain the configuration of the SR2148P switches and 2.4 GHz (802.11g/n) and
5 GHz (802.11a/n/ac) high-density radio profiles. The radio profiles are specially designed for the APs deployed in
the school gym and cafeteria to support 250 students taking standardized online examinations at the same time.
The next parts in the K-12 education deployment guide series:
Aerohive K-12 Education Deployment Guide, Part 3: Ethernet Switching
Aerohive K-12 Education Deployment Guide, Part 4: High-density Radio Profiles
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